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PAPER
RAN Slicing with Inter-Cell Interference Control and Link
Adaptation for Reliable Wireless Communications

Yoshinori TANAKA†a), Senior Member and Takashi DATEKI†, Member

SUMMARY Efficient multiplexing of ultra-reliable and low-latency
communications (URLLC) and enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) traf-
fic, as well as ensuring the various reliability requirements of these traffic
types in 5G wireless communications, is becoming increasingly important,
particularly for vertical services. Interferencemanagement techniques, such
as coordinated inter-cell scheduling, can enhance reliability in dense cell de-
ployments. However, tight inter-cell coordination necessitates frequent in-
formation exchange between cells, which limits implementation. This paper
introduces a novel RAN slicing framework based on centralized frequency-
domain interference control per slice and link adaptation optimized for
URLLC. The proposed framework does not require tight inter-cell coordi-
nation but can fulfill the requirements of both the decoding error probability
and the delay violation probability of each packet flow. These controls are
based on a power-law estimation of the lower tail distribution of a measured
data set with a smaller number of discrete samples. As design guidelines,
we derived a theoretical minimum radio resource size of a slice to guarantee
the delay violation probability requirement. Simulation results demonstrate
that the proposed RAN slicing framework can achieve the reliability targets
of the URLLC slice while improving the spectrum efficiency of the eMBB
slice in a well-balanced manner compared to other evaluated benchmarks.
key words: RAN slicing, network slicing, interference control, stochastic
network calculus, link adaptation, ultra-reliable low-latency communica-
tions, 5G New Radio

1. Introduction

Utilization of 5G networks in industrial fields holds great po-
tential because 5G networks can meet the quality-of-service
(QoS) requirements of various applications [1], which are
sometimes specified in the service level agreements (SLAs).
Their use in mission-critical applications such as factory au-
tomation, motion control, and autonomous vehicle control is
particularly promising. For those applications, ultra-reliable
and low-latency communications (URLLC) should be sup-
ported, where reliability is an important QoS metric in ad-
dition to data throughput. An example of a URLLC require-
ment presented in [2] is a reliability requirement of 99.999%
with a user-plane radio latency of 1ms for a short (32 Bytes)
packet transmission. In this paper, reliability is defined as
the ratio of successfully delivered packets within the time
constraint required by the targeted service to the total num-
ber of sent packets. This definition represents a joint prob-
ability of meeting related requirements such as maximum
latency, packet error rate, and service availability. Network
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slicing is a key technology for efficiently handling diverse
QoS requirements. It allows the network infrastructure to be
sliced into logical networks customized to support specific
services. An end-to-end (E2E) network slice is composed
of network slice subnets configured in different constituent
networks, such as core network, transport network, and ra-
dio access network (RAN). A slice management system of
the entire network determines the requirements of each sub-
net. Such a hierarchical slicing architecture enables efficient
management of E2E slices. A RAN-part slice subnet rep-
resents a group of RAN functions and associated resources
that support the requirements. However, realizing effec-
tive RAN slicing is still challenging due to the time-varying
nature of radio propagation environments experienced by
users located at different positions. In dense multi-cell de-
ployment scenarios, especially, where inter-cell interference
will dominate the communication quality, ensuring the reli-
ability requirements of RAN slices will be difficult without
appropriate interference management. This dense deploy-
ment within a site’s premises is a possible scenario in the
industrial arena. Interference management techniques, such
as coordinated inter-cell scheduling and coordinated beam-
forming, can enhance reliability in dense cell deployments.
However, tight inter-cell coordination necessitates frequent
information exchange between cells, which limits implemen-
tation. To satisfy the high reliability requirements of a slice,
analysis of the lower tail distributions of the quality-related
metrics is necessary because the violation events occur with
very low probability. This analysis requires a large amount
of data. Our objective is to provide a RAN slicing framework
for interference-limited scenarios that efficiently satisfies the
stringent reliability requirements of configured RAN slices
without necessitating tight inter-cell coordination, utilizing
limited measurement data. In terms of reliability-related
metrics, we take into account the decoding error probability
(DEP) and the delay violation probability (DVP). Conse-
quently, the proposed framework concurrently manages the
throughput, maximum latency, and packet error rate for each
deployed slice. Throughout the paper, a RAN slice is simply
referred to as a slice unless otherwise specified.

1.1 Related Works

Wireless network resource allocation in the context of QoS
realization or network slicing in multi-cell environments is a
research topic that has attracted considerable attention [3]–
[10]. Because inter-cell interference will degrade the DEP
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and DVP performances and have a significant impact on the
realization of the required reliability in those scenarios, vari-
ous radio resource allocation schemes to mitigate the impact
have been extensively studied. Solutions based on inter-cell
coordinated scheduling [3], [11] and centralized resource
allocation in cloud RAN (C-RAN) [4], [5] have been well
studied, which dynamically allocate the radio resources to
individual user equipments (UEs) for spectrally efficient in-
terference control. In [4], [5], QoS-aware resource schedul-
ing algorithms are studied to maximize the sum rate of all
users subject to constraints on the acceptable interference
power of URLLC and enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB)
services. However, these approaches require tightly coordi-
nated scheduling and/or frequent information exchange be-
tween cells, which limits implementation. As for solutions
without requiring such tight inter-cell coordination, [6] stud-
ies a frequency partitioning for coverage enhancement of
URLLC communications in interference-limited scenarios,
where cell-edge devices use pre-assigned restricted parts of
the frequency band so as not to overlap with other neigh-
boring cells. In [7], a slice resource allocation algorithm
is proposed to minimize the amount of overlapped radio re-
sources with those allocated to different slices in multi-cell
scenarios. In [8], the slice priority and utilization of idle
resources are considered to minimize the inter-slice inter-
ference, where a pre-determined ratio of radio resource is
allocated to each slice, but how to determine the optimum
ratio is not studied. In these contributions [6]–[8], the re-
source allocation algorithms do not take the traffic/slice QoS
requirements into account, which could result in inefficient
solutions when multiple slices with different QoS require-
ments are configured. Another approach to cope with the
interference is to increase the redundancy instead of proac-
tively reducing the interference. 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) specified a modulation and coding scheme
(MCS) table and a channel quality indicator (CQI) table
supporting lower coding rates for packet transmissions with
target block error rate (BLER) of 10−5 [Table 5.1.3.1-3 of
[12]]. The minimum selectable coding rate is 1/4 of that for
transmission with target BLER of 10−1. Note that this so-
lution can utilize the increased redundancy more efficiently
than a repeated packet transmission, which is another solu-
tion taking the same strategy when the maximum number of
repetition is 4 or less.

As previously mentioned, it is essential to examine the
tail distribution (i.e. rare events) of crucial variables for re-
liability assurance. Extreme value theory (EVT) [13]–[16]
and power-law approximation [17], [18] have been used as
tools to model the tail statistics of signal-to-interference-
and-noise-ratio (SINR) variables using a limited number of
observed data samples. Although only coarsely quantized
variables are available at the controller in practical systems,
the applicability and the performance of these estimators for
such discrete data have not been studied so far.

Even when the minimum SINR of each user is effec-
tively controlled by appropriate inter-cell interference con-
trol, rapid changes in the received interference from slot to

slot, due to uncoordinated packet scheduling at neighboring
cells, degrade the DEP performance. Therefore, to fulfill
the stringent DEP requirements of URLLC slices, applying
an accurate link adaptation (LA), i.e., the selection of an
appropriate MCS for each packet transmission, is essential.
An outer loop LA (OLLA) is widely used to compensate
for such an MCS selection mismatch at base stations. A
popular algorithm of the OLLA employs hybrid automatic
repeat request (HARQ) statistics on positive and negative ac-
knowledgments (Ack/Nack) to adjust the MCS values [19].
However, applying this approach to URLLC scenarios is
challenging due to slow convergence. For LA algorithms
for URLLC, selecting robust MCS values that take into ac-
count the worst channel quality reported from UEs is studied
in [20]. This scheme necessitates the UEs to reconfigure the
CQI calculation rule according to the DEP targets. In [21],
the authors propose a modified radio frame structure with
additional pilot signals to directly measure the worst-case in-
terference power from each neighboring cells. This approach
provides a straightforward solution to capture the worst-case
interference; however, it necessitates modifying the standard
specifications. In [22], the authors propose an outer-loop
CQI correction algorithm for robust MCS selection based
on the worst CQI degradation within each observation time
window. Although the HARQ statistics are not utilized for
fast convergence, the CQI correction without considering the
target DEP may result in unnecessarily low MCS selections,
consequently degrading the throughput performance.

Meeting the strict E2E latency requirements of delay-
sensitive applications/slices in networks is another important
issue in the design of network slicing. As tools for analyzing
queuing systemswith stochastic traffic arrival, departure, and
service processes, effective bandwidth [23], effective capac-
ity [24], [25], and stochastic network calculus (SNC) [26]
frameworks have been used to obtain bounds on the DVP
of the systems [27]. Effective capacity is the dual concept
of effective bandwidth. Effective bandwidth (effective ca-
pacity) is a large-deviation-type approximation defined as
the minimal constant departure rate (arrival rate) needed to
serve an arrival process (departure process) under a delay
requirement. Mathematical modeling of the departure pro-
cesses for different typical wireless fading channels have
been considered with the effective capacity analysis [24].
However, few attempts have been made on the modelling
of interference-limited channels. As remarked in [27], the
large-deviation-type approximation will not be appropriate
for an analysis dealing with finite packet/queue lengths and
very low latencies. In [28], the authors analyze the E2E
delay bound and the supportable traffic demands of network
slices using the SNC framework with given computation re-
sources in the network. However, no transport properties
of the network components (e.g. RAN) are considered here.
While arrival processes for a large class of traffic models
have been well studied [29], [30], practical modelling of
the departure processes for interference-limited channels in
multi-cell deployment scenarios has not been studied due to
the unpredictable stochastic properties of the inter-cell inter-
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ference. Several studies have been conducted on modelling
the time-varying departure processes of wireless networks
for SNC analysis. E2E delay analysis for wireless networks
is studied in [31]–[33]. In [31], [32], a two-state (on-off)
Markov chain is used to describe the service process of a
wireless channel where fading and collisions are present.
Such a simple on-off modeling, however, cannot capture the
actual departure process of widely used wireless systems
applying link adaptation technologies.

1.2 Key Contributions

This paper presents a novel RAN slicing framework designed
to efficiently ensure the reliability targets of each slice in
interference-limited scenarios. Our key contributions are
summarized as follows:

1. We propose a centralized slice-level interference con-
trol scheme to fulfill the reliability requirements of all
slices, based on the fact that different slices have vary-
ing immunities against interference. This approach al-
locates appropriate frequency resources to each slice,
considering lower tail distributions of measured signal-
to-interference-ratio (SIR)† samples using a power-law
estimator applicable to discrete data. We also propose
solutions to enhance the estimation accuracy of inter-
ference profiles.

2. We introduce a novel SNC framework defined in the
radio resource element (RE) domain to analyze wire-
less systems applying link adaptation, where the traffic
arrival process accounts for the tail SIR distributions
of the multiplexed traffic flows. Using this framework,
we derive performance bounds on the DVP and the re-
quired minimum resource size of each slice to fulfill the
DVP requirement.

3. We propose a LA algorithm for URLLC to fulfill the
target DEP of each scheduled packet flow while sup-
pressing the excessively conservative MCS selections
and the resultant throughput degradations. An MCS
offset applied for a packet is determined based on lower
tail distributions of the CQI variations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sect. 2, we provide a brief description of the system model
with RAN slicing. We present the overall configuration
of the proposed RAN slicing framework in Sect. 3, and its
component technologies, including interference graph gener-
ation, resource size determination, slice-aware interference
control, and link adaptation for URLLC slices, are described
in Sects. 4, 5, 6, and 7, respectively. Section 8 offers the
performance evaluation. We conclude the paper in Sect. 9.

2. System Model

As shown in Fig. 1, we consider a downlink cellular network

†As we focus on interference-limited scenarios, we use SIR
instead of SINR to simplify the explanation.

Fig. 1 Dense multi-cell deployment providing eMBB/URLLC services
and RAN slicing control.

system with a set of densely deployed cells C managed by a
mobile network operator (MNO), and a set of usersUi served
by the cell i ∈ C. Each cell provides multiple services for
the users using different slices in a slice set S. In this study,
we assume a set S consisting of only two slices (URLLC
and eMBB), and each user can associate with only one slice.
A RAN slicing model is considered for mitigating the im-
pacts on the slice QoS from inter-cell interference. A central
RAN slicing configuration entity (RANSCE) such as a RAN
intelligent controller (RIC) [34] determines radio resources
assigned to a slice of a certain cell so as not to overlap with
the frequencies used in the neighboring aggressor cells only
when the required slice QoS cannot be satisfied, but other-
wise the frequency resources can be reused with those of the
other cells to improve the spectrum efficiency of the system.
As available downlink channel information reported from
each UE, infrequent (e.g. every 1 second) beam-level ref-
erence signal received power (RSRP) measurements of the
serving cell and the neighboring cells, and more frequent
(e.g. every 5ms) CQI reports are considered. Note that the
RSRP measurement can be performed for each interfering
cell but the CQI can only measure the accumulated interfer-
ence from all the interfering cells††.

We assume the RAN SCE has the user’s QoS require-
ments (data rate, acceptable delay, and acceptable packet
loss rate) and the prior statistical information of service traf-
fic (e.g. distributions of packet size and packet inter-arrival
time). Such information can be obtained as QoS-related pa-
rameters allocated for the RAN domain from a network or-
chestrator to achieve their SLA assurance tasks for industrial
users of the system, for example. We assume that a packet
loss is caused by the packet decoding error or the delay viola-
tion. A delay violation is an event in which the packet delay
exceeds a predefined packet delay threshold. The packet de-
lay consists of queuing delay at the packet scheduler and
packet retransmission delay. We assume packet retrans-
mission cannot be applied to URLLC due to the stringent
requirements of low latency, therefore the packet delay is de-
termined only by the queuing delay. The overall target packet
loss probability ε s of slice s can be expressed as follows,

††The 5G standard specifies a mechanism to enable the CQI
measurement of interference from a particular cell [12]. However,
this requires a complex inter-cell coordination of reference signal
positions and an increased reference signal overhead. Therefore,
we do not consider using this mechanism.
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Table 1 Summary of notations.

ε s = 1 − (1 − ε sc )(1 − ε sd) ≈ ε
s
c + ε

s
d, (1)

where ε sc is the target DEP and ε s
d
is the target DVP of slice s.

When assuming user mobility, another important reliability
performance metric is the spatial coverage (availability) of
the required QoS. While technical challenges in solving the
coverage problem for such scenarios exist, we only consider
the cases with no user mobility but design a framework to
guarantee the QoS requirements of all the deployed users
instead. In each cell, LA is applied using the MCS set
and the CQI feedback mechanism defined in 5G New Radio
(NR) [12]. We assume there is a constant delay between
occasions of a CQI measurement and its subsequent data
transmission applying the selected MCS based on the CQI.
We apply different LA algorithms for eMBB and URLLC
considering the different traffic properties and the different
requirements for the DEP. All the notations used throughout
the paper are summarized in Table 1.

3. Proposed RAN Slicing Framework for Reliable Com-
munications

Our proposed RAN slicing framework is shown in Fig. 2.
A single RAN SCE cooperatively allocates the frequency
resources for each slice of each cell based on per-slice in-
terference graphs (IGs) of the entire network and required
resource size of each slice (described in Sect. 6). Each IG
is constructed from estimated SIR profiles of all the cells

Fig. 2 Proposed RAN slicing framework.

to ensure the resultant interference control can achieve the
minimum slice SIR of each cell larger than the required slice
SIR. We use a two-step algorithm for this profile estimation
to improve the estimation accuracy. The first step provides a
coarse SIR profile estimation based on RSRP, and then the
second step further refines the outputs more frequently by us-
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ing the CQI (described in Sect. 4). To determine the required
resource size of each slice, an SNC-based estimation is used
to achieve the target DVP ε s

d
given the statistical information

of traffic patterns such as the distribution of packet size and
packet inter-arrival time (described in Sect. 5). The traffic
properties of each slice and the interference conditions will
change on different timescales, and therefore the resource
size can be separately updated (e.g. on events of detected
traffic pattern changes).

In each cell, a QoS-aware LA is further applied to
achieve ε sc , which controls the probability of selecting insuf-
ficient MCS values, due to the rapid interference variations,
to be lower than ε sc (described in Sect. 7).

4. Interference Graph Generation

4.1 RSRP-Based Per-Slice SIR Estimation

For interference control to achieve reliable communications,
the network has to accurately estimate an overall SIR profile
of the coverage area. In a 5G system, RSRP reported by
each user can be used to capture the received interference
power at the user from its neighbor cells. A cell period-
ically broadcasts a set of reference signals transmitted on
different beams. Each user can then be configured to re-
port a set of RSRP measurements of these reference signals
broadcasted by its neighbor cells. To reduce the amount of
measurementwork and the amount of feedback signaling, the
network can configure each user to report only the highest
measured RSRP among measured beams of a limited num-
ber of neighbor cells. The following are several problems to
consider when using the RSRP for SIR profile estimation:

1. Averaging in time and frequency domain is usually used
in the RSRP calculation, and therefore the resultant
RSRP will deviate from the instantaneous values.

2. Using the highest measured RSRP among the beam
measurements will result in overestimation of the inter-
ference for the actual data transmission.

3. The beamforming for the reference signal can use a
wider beamwidth than that for user data transmissions
to reduce the number of reference signals. Therefore,
the estimated SIRs based on such RSRPs will deviate
from the actual values of the received user data packets.

4. The actual received interference from a neighbor cell
depends on traffic load at the cell. The RSRP-based SIR
cannot take into account such traffic-dependent factors.

To improve the estimation accuracy of the SIR distribu-
tions based on the available limited channel information, we
propose a two-step estimation algorithm as described in the
previous section. The first step estimates the pairwise SIR
based on the RSRP, which considers only interference from
a particular cell. The second step refines these values based
on the CQI feedback information to reduce the mismatch
between the RSRP-based cumulative SIR and the actual SIR
indicated by the CQI. This subsection explains the first step,
and details of the second step are described in Sect. 4.3.

We denote the RSRP-based pairwise SIR sequence of
user k ∈ Ui by Xi, j ,k = [xi, j ,k(0), xi, j ,k(1), . . .], which is
derived by RSRP as follows,

xi, j ,k(n) =
RSRPk ,n(i)
RSRPk ,n( j)

, k ∈ Ui, (2)

where RSRPk ,n(i) and RSRPk ,n( j) are the n-th RSRP sam-
ples of user k ∈ Ui measured on reference signals trans-
mitted from cell i and cell j, respectively. This pairwise
SIR considers only interference from cell j. The cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of Xi, j ,k is denoted as FX ,i jk .
For URLLC, evaluation of the tail distribution of FX ,i jk is
important to examine whether the distribution is acceptable
to fulfill the required DEP ε sc of the order of 10−5 or less.
Using the average SIR values will result in an optimistic
evaluation of the interference and it cannot achieve the strict
target ε sc . The system has to estimate the true lower tail dis-
tribution of FX ,i jk , which requires an excessive number of
RSRP samples and they are difficult to collect. Considering
that the RSRP may not necessarily provide accurate interfer-
ence information and that the SIR estimation accuracy can
be improved by the following second-step refinement, we
decided to assume F belongs to a simple parametric model.
The small-scale variation of the received reference signal en-
velope can be modeled by a Rayleigh distribution, therefore
we assume F follows an exponential distribution. The CDF
can then be given by,

FX ,i jk(Xi, j ,k) = 1 − exp
(
−

Xi, j ,k

µi, j ,k

)
, (3)

where µi, j ,k = E[Xi, j ,k] is the average SIR, which can be cal-
culated using fewer RSRP samples. In typical short-range
communication scenarios, the channel envelope distribution
is more Rician. However, a fixed line-of-site (LOS) com-
ponent will already be included in the measured RSRP, and
therefore the above exponential modelling is still valid.

Given the required DEP ε sc of slice s, the ε sc -quantile
pairwise SIR ξ

ε sc
i, j ,k

is defined as, ξε
s
c

i, j ,k
= F−1

X ,i jk
(ε sc ). The

ε sc -quantile pairwise SIR ξ
ε sc
i, j of cell i is represented by the

minimum value of ξε
s
c

i, j ,k
for k ∈ Ui as, ξ

ε sc
i, j = mink∈Ui ξ

ε sc
i, j ,k

.
An RSRP-based SIR profile matrix of slice s is defined as,{
ξ
ε sc
i, j : i, j ∈Ncell

}
, where ξε

s
c

i,i is the ε
s
c -quantile SNR (i.e. no

interference) of the received signal from the serving cell i.

4.2 Graph Representation of Interference Impacts

We then derive a graph representation of the interference
impacts in each slice based on the SIR profile. We define
an IG Gs of slice s where each vertex represents a cell and
the directed edge E s

i, j from vertex j to vertex i represents
the existence of a non-negligible level of interference from
cell j to cell i at which the slice requirement of ε sc cannot
be guaranteed. We use a binary representation of the label
E s
i, j as follows, E s

i, j = 0 means there is no edge (i.e., no
interference to avoid) and E s

i, j = 1 means a directed edge
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exists. If E s
i, j = 1 for any slice s ∈ S, all the resources al-

located to cell j should not be overlapped with the resource
assigned to slice s of cell i. The directional information of
the edges can be utilized for spatial domain interference con-
trol where spatial signal processing can realize asymmetric
interference control between cells. In this paper, we use a
frequency domain interference control, which does not nec-
essarily require such directional information. The following
graph formulation can be applied to both types of graphs.

The edge of graph Gs can be derived by solving the
following integer optimization problem,

minimize
∑
i∈C

∑
j∈C

E s
i, j (4a)

s.t. ©«
∑
j∈C

(
1 − E s

i, j

) (
ξ
ε sc
i, j

)−1ª®¬
−1

> γsmin, ∀i ∈ C, (4b)

E s
i, j = {0,1}, ∀i ∈ C,∀ j ∈ C, (4c)

E s
i,i = 0, ∀i ∈ C, (4d)

where γsmin is the minimum required SIR to achieve the DEP
below ε sc assuming the lowest MCS (i.e., MCS 0) is used (it
is also denoted as γs

mcs0). The value of γsmin will further
include an additional HARQ gain if it is applicable under
the delay constraint. Assuming that Chase combining is
used and the interference has no correlation with the desired
signals as a simple example case, γsmin = γ

s
mcs0/N

s
max where

Ns
max is the maximum number of retransmissions for slice s.

A solution of the problem (4) minimizes the total number of
edges with label equal to 1 while guaranteeing the required
SIR, which results in maximizing the spectrum efficiency
of the system. The lower the target value of ε sc , the lower
the spectrum efficiency. A URLLC slice, therefore, usually
consumes more spectrum resources than the other slices.

4.3 Refinement of IG

In the second step of the algorithm, we introduce an adap-
tive correction of ξε

s
c

i, j to mitigate the overestimation of the
interference while maintaining the required QoS. Under the
current resource allocation of all cells in the network, each
user can measure the SIR of the received channel state infor-
mation reference signal (CSI-RS) transmitted on each slice
and report them to the serving cell as CQI feedback. We
denote the SIR sequence obtained from the CQI of slice s at
user k ∈ Ui as Zs

i,k
= [zs

i,k
(0), zs

i,k
(1), . . .], which contains all

the interference contributions from neighbor cells unlike the
pairwise SIR. An ε sc -quantile cumulative SIR η

ε sc
i,k

of slice s
at user k ∈ Ui can be obtained by the empirical distribution
function Fs

Z ,ik
of Zs

i,k
,

η
ε sc
i,k
= Fs

Z ,ik
−1 (

ε sc
)
. (5)

The RSRP-based cumulative SIR can be calculated using the
pairwise SIR Xi, j ,k as follows,

Y s
i,k =

( ∑
j∈V s

i

(
Xi, j ,k

)−1
)−1

(6)

where V s
i is a set of the cells { j |E s

i, j = 0} (which use over-
lapping resources with those of cell i for the slice s). Equa-
tion (6) uses the fact that the contribution of the desired signal
power is common for all the SIR Xi, j ,k for j ∈ V s

i at cell i.
An ε sc -quantile cumulative SIR ν

ε sc
i,k

of slice s at user k ∈ Ui

can be obtained by the distribution function Fs
Y ,ik

of Y s
i,k
,

ν
ε sc
i,k
= Fs

Y ,ik
−1 (

ε sc
)
. (7)

As explained in Sect. 4.1, the accurate estimation of Fs
Y ,ik

is difficult due to the limited number of available RSRP
samples. Instead of using measured RSRP samples in (6),
Xi, j ,k can be sampled from the estimated distributions of
the pairwise SIR (3) by using the inverse transformation
method [35] as follows,

Xi, j ,k = F−1
X ,i jk(Υ) = −λi, j ,k lnΥ, (8)

where Υ is a uniform random variable on [0,1].
As our interference control policy is to fulfill all the user

requirements of each slice, we define the minimum values of
η
ε sc
i,k

and νε
s
c

i,k
for k ∈ Ui which correspond to theworst-quality

user, expressed as,

η
ε sc
i = min

k∈Ui

η
ε sc
i,k
, (9)

ν
ε sc
i = min

k∈Ui

ν
ε sc
i,k
. (10)

When the ratio φsi = η
ε sc
i /ν

ε sc
i is higher than 1, it can be

interpreted that there is an overestimation of the interference
power in νε

s
c

i . Based on the φsi , we modify the overestimated
pairwise SIR ξ

ε sc
i, j as follows,

ξ̂
ε sc
i, j = φ

s
i ξ
ε sc
i, j , j ∈ V s

i . (11)

Note that the ξε
s
c

i, j for j < V s
i remains unchanged because the

Zs
i,k

measurements have not evaluated the interference from
these cells yet. Therefore, applying the above modification
to these parameters might result in an excessive relaxation of
the evaluated interference from these cells (cell j < V s

i ). The
aggregated interference contribution from all the cells in V s

i
can be corrected by (11). Note that it cannot separately cor-
rect the contribution of the individual cell j ∈ V s

i , but such a
fine refinement is not necessary for the relaxation of the over-
estimated interference. By solving the optimization problem
(4) using ξ̂ε

s
c

i, j instead of ξε
s
c

i, j , a modified IG can be derived,
which can improve the resource utilization efficiency in the
following resource allocation.

4.4 Power Law Approximation of Quantized SIR Tail

The proposed IG generation process requires estimating ε sc -
quantile SIR values from the measured data samples. To
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make a reliable estimation without assuming any paramet-
ric models for the data distribution, the data set size of the
order 1/ε sc will be required, which is enormous for practical
applications. In [17], power law approximation is used to ap-
proximate the lower tail distribution of received power. The
tail distribution of logarithmic data Z = {log(Xi)}

N
i=1, where

Xi is a continuous variable, is expressed as FZ (z) ≈ αez/κ ,
where κ = 1

l

∑l
i=1(z(l) − z(i)) and α = l

N e−z(l)/κ . Only the
l = dβNe smallest order statistics z(1), · · · z(l) are used for
the estimation of α and κ, given a small constant β. How-
ever, this cannot appropriately work when the variable Z is
discrete, because the probability of taking the lowest value
includes all cases where the value before quantization is less
than this value and the selection of the parameter l without
considering the quantization boundaries will result in incor-
rect estimation. To solve these problems, we modified the
formulation for Q-level discrete data as follows,

κ =
1
ψ(l)

ψ(l)∑
i=1
(z(ψ(l)) − z(i) − ∆/2), (12a)

α =
ψ(l)
N

e−z(ψ(l))/κ (12b)

ψ(l) =
{
|{z : z ≤ qkmin+l−1}| (ψ(1) = 0)
|{z : q2 ≤ z ≤ qkmin+l}| (ψ(1) , 0) (12c)

where ∆ is the quantization step, qk is the k-th quantized
level, kmin is the minimum quantization index of the sample
set, l = dβQe, and |X | denotes the cardinality of a set X .
Only the ψ(l) smallest order statistics are used for the esti-
mation. Note that when the probability ψ(1)/N is found to
exceed the ε sc for ψ(1) , 0, the quantile value can be upper
bounded by it and therefore the power law approximation is
no longer necessary. To improve the estimation accuracy,
it is desirable to set the quantization range to preserve the
lower tail distribution well. We applied this estimator for
4-bit quantized (15-level) SIR data for interference control
and its differential data (29-level) for link adaptation.

5. Size of Resources Required for Each Slice

In this section, we determine the minimum resource size
required for each slice to achieve the target DVP ε s

d
. The

traffic requirements for slice s of cell i are denoted as
{As

i (t1, t2), τs, ε
s
c , ε

s
d
}, where As

i (t1, t2) represents the cumu-
lative traffic arrivals in the time period (t1, t2), and τs de-
notes the RAN-domain latency requirement. We assume
that As

i (t1, t2) is an aggregate process of the Ns
i statistically

independent arrival processes As
i,k
(t1, t2) multiplexed in the

slice as follows,

As
i (t1, t2) =

N s
i∑

k=1
As
i,k(t1, t2). (13)

To reduce the loss of frequency utilization efficiency and
control complexity, we consider only two slices (URLLC
and eMBB) in the proposed RAN slicing scheme. Multiple

data flows with similar reliability requirements will be mul-
tiplexed in a slice. SNC is a framework to analyze the end-
to-end performance of networks with multiple data flows,
for deriving performance bounds such as latency and back-
log. It can be used to analyze systems with various kinds of
arrival processes. We assume that packets are arrived and
processed at discrete time [0,T,2T, . . .] at a scheduler. Based
on the SNC framework, we can upper bound the DVP that
the RAN-domain steady-state packet latency ds

i exceeds τs
(i.e. latency bound) as follows,

P
(
ds
i >τs

)
< inf

θ

{
∞∑
n=1
E
[
e−θD

s
i (0,τs+nT )

]
E
[
eθA

s
i (0,nT )

]}
= inf

θ


∞∑
n=1
E
[
e−θD

s
i (0,τs+nT )

] N s
i∏

k=1
E
[
eθA

s
i ,k
(0,nT )

] , (14)

where Ds
i (0,nT) represents the cumulative traffic departure

from a scheduler in the time period (0,nT), and θ > 0 is a
free parameter to be optimized. In (14), E[eθAs

i (0,nT )] is the
moment generating function (MGF) of As

i (0,nT) and can be
simply expressed as a product of the MGFs of statistically
independent As

i,k
(0,nT) for 1 ≤ k ≤ Ns

i . This upper bound
does not consider the additional traffic for the HARQ packet
retransmissions. When there is no correlation between the
packet arrival process and the packet sizes, E[eθA

s
i ,k
(0,nT )

]

can be expressed as,

E
[
eθA

s
i ,k
(0,nT )

]
= E

[
E
[
eθL

s
i ,k

]as
i ,k
(0,nT )

]
, (15)

where E
[
eθL

s
i ,k

]
is the MGF of the packet size variable Ls

i,k
,

and as
i,k
(0,nT) is the counting process of the arrival packets

(i.e. the number of arrival packets in a time period (0,nT)).
For example, if Ls

i,k
follows an exponential distribution with

mean L̄, then E
[
eθL

s
i ,k

]
= 1/(1 − θ L̄).

As briefly reviewed above, the SNC framework can an-
alyze the latency bound with a given arrival and departure
process. However, modeling the departure process for wire-
less communication systems with LA is difficult, because the
departure process of a slice is an aggregation of statistically
independent scheduling processes of the multiplexed flows,
and therefore the cumulative amount of the transmitted bits
will be highly dependent on the radio channel condition of
each flow. To simplify the application of SNC for RANs
with LA, we developed a modified formulation of the la-
tency bound. To determine the minimum radio resource size
of each slice, we define the arrival processes and departure
processes as the cumulative amount of the radio resources
instead of information bits. We use the number of RE as
the radio resource amount†. An RE corresponds to one or-
thogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) symbol
resource of a single subcarrier. The departure process in
†Another unit, such as a resource block, can be used depending

on the resource allocation policy of the scheduler.
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the RE domain is now a constant rate process unless the
allocated bandwidth for the slice changes. To define the ar-
rival processes in the RE domain, we convert the packet size
Ls
i,k

to the number of REs Bs
i,k

using the minimum spectrum
efficiency ρs

min,i,k
of the flow as follows,

Bs
i,k =

⌈
Ls
i,k

ρs
min,i,k

⌉
. (16)

The value of ρs
min,i,k

can be determined from the minimum
MCS applicable to η

ε sc
i,k

of (5). If no information about
ρs
min,i,k

is available, e.g. at the beginning of the operation,
a value corresponding to the lowest MCS (i.e. MCS 0) can
be used for the initial value. Bs

i,k
represents the minimum

resource size required for a packet transmission to guarantee
the target DEP ε sc . Note that the distribution property of Bs

i,k
is the same as that of Ls

i,k
unless ρs

min,i,k
changes. We can

then upper bound P(ds
i > τs) in the RE domain as follows,

P
(
ds
i > τs

)
≤ inf

θ


∞∑
n=1

e−θ(τs+nT )R
s
i

N s
i∏

k=1
E

[
eE

[
θBs

i ,k

]
as
i ,k
(0,nT )

]
(17)

where Rs
i represents the constant number of scheduled REs

per second for the slice. For example, suppose we have
an aggregated traffic of Ns

i flows, where each flow has a
Poisson counting process with a packet arrival rate λs

i,k
, and

the packet resource sizes Bs
i,k

are exponential withmean b̄s
i,k
.

Based on the formulas that the MGF of the Poisson counting
process a(0,nT) is Ma(θ) = exp

(
λnT(eθ − 1)

)
and the MGF

of the exponential variables B is MB(θ) = 1/(1 − θ b̄), we
can upper bound P(ds

i > τs) as follows,

P
(
ds
i >τs

)
≤ inf

θ


∞∑
n=1

e−θ(τs+nT )R
s
i

N s
i∏

k=1
e
λs
i ,k

nT

(
e
θ b̄s

i ,k −1
)

≤ inf
θ

{
e−θτsR

s
i

θT
(
Rs
i − λ

s
i (θ)

) }, (18)

where,

λsi (θ) =

N s
i∑

k=1

λs
i,k

b̄s
i,k

1 − θ b̄s
i,k

. (19)

The required minimum radio resource size ws
i of the

slice to satisfy the DVP less than ε s
d
can be obtained by

equating (18) to ε s
d
as follows,

ws
i (ε

s
d) = min

(
Rs
i | P

(
ds
i > τs

)
< ε sd

)
= inf

θ

(
−

1
θRs

i

ln
(
ε sdθT

(
Rs
i − λ

s
i (θ)

) ) )
. (20)

This theoretical bound (20) provides useful guidelines
to determine the actual slice resource sizes. For practical

operations, the following factors should be further consid-
ered; 1) unexpected traffic variations and channel variations
in every control period, 2) the resource control latency, and
3) the measurement inaccuracy. Further study is needed to
develop the solution that takes these factors into account.

6. Slice-Aware Interference Control

We allocate radio resources to slices in units of resource
block (RB), which is defined as 12 consecutive subcarriers in
the frequency domain and 1 slot length in the time domain.
This is the minimum scheduling unit for transmitting user
traffic [36]. Based on the derived interference graph Gs and
the slice resource size set {ws

i }, a frequency resource of the
size ws

i is allocated for slice s of cell i, denoted as ( f si , w
s
i ),

to satisfy all the reliability requirements of the slice, where
f si denotes the lowest RB position of the assigned resource.
Each cell transmits the user packets of a slice on the allocated
radio resources for it. The optimum resource allocation can
be obtained by solving the following optimization problem,

minimize W (21a)
subject to:
0 ≤ f si ≤ W − ws

i , i ∈ C, s ∈ S, (21b)

f si + w
s
i ≤ f s

′

j + K
(
2 − zli, j ,s,s′ − E s′

j ,i − Hs,s′

i, j

)
, (21c)

i, j ∈ C, s, s′ ∈ S,

f s
′

j + w
s′

j ≤ f si + K
(
2 − zhi, j ,s,s′ − E s′

j ,i − Hs,s′

i, j

)
, (21d)

i, j ∈ C, s, s′ ∈ S,

zli, j ,s,s′ + zhi, j ,s,s′ = 1, i, j ∈ C, s, s′ ∈ S, (21e)

zli, j ,s,s′, z
h
i, j ,s,s′ ∈ 0,1, i, j ∈ C, s, s′ ∈ S, (21f)

W ≤ Wsys, (21g)

where f si is a parameter to be optimized, E s
j ,i ∈ {0,1} de-

notes the directed edge (cell i to cell j) of Gs , W denotes
the required system bandwidth, Wsys is the maximum sys-
tem bandwidth, and K is a sufficiently large number. Hs,s′

i, j

is 1 if i = j and s , s′, otherwise it is 0. The binary
variables zli, j ,s,s′ and zhi, j ,s,s′ are 1 if the resource ( f si , w

s
i ) is

located lower than or higher than the resource ( f s
′

j , w
s′

j ) for
i, j ∈ C, s, s′ ∈ S, respectively, otherwise, these are 0. The
problem (21) is an integer programming problem with dis-
junctive constraints (21c) (21d) and the spectrum efficiency
can be maximized by minimization of W . When W < Wsys ,
the unallocated resource with the total size of Wsys −W can
be further allocated to the best-effort type slices with lower
QoS requirements to improve their throughput.

The problem (21) belongs to the class of strip pack-
ing problems [37], which are NP-hard problems, making it
difficult to efficiently find the solution for large networks.
Instead of directly solving problem (21), we derived a sim-
ple but efficient approximation algorithm based on the fact
that a resource allocation is sufficient as long as the condi-
tions specified in Gs are fulfilled. The proposed algorithm
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is shown in Algorithm 1, where A ⊥ B means resource A
and resource B do not overlap. This algorithm allocates re-
sources sequentially for each cell in ascending order of the
slice label s. We can further assume the slice labels s are
assigned from 0 to S − 1 in ascending order of ε s

d
. In this

case, the resource allocation starts with the slice that is most
vulnerable to interference, and the last allocated slice which
is usually a best-effort type slice can easily get the remaining
unallocated resources as a continuous block.

7. QoS-Aware LA for URLLC Slice

In this section, we address another critical problem to en-
sure the required stringent reliability for URLLC slices. In
interference-limited scenarios, the received interference will
rapidly change on a slot-by-slot basis due to the indepen-
dent packet scheduling at the neighboring cells and the high
beamforming gain† applied for those packet transmissions.
In such environments, the radio channel condition changes
between the time of CQImeasurement and the time of subse-
quent data transmission. Therefore, the selected MCS mk(t)
for a transmission at time t based on a CQI measured at
t ′ = t − τ is not appropriate, where τ is the CQI report-
ing delay. Note that τ is usually not constant because the
CQI feedback occasions do not usually align with the packet
scheduling occasions. The LA algorithm for URLLC requir-
ing stringent DEP ε sc (e.g., less than 10−5) should be robust to
any change in channel conditions. As described in Sect. 1.1,
applying OLLA is necessary to reduce the decoding errors
due to such MCS mismatch, but the popular OLLA algo-
rithm based on HARQ feedback information is difficult to
apply for URLLC due to slow convergence.

We enhanced the approach of [22] for application to our
RAN slicing framework and propose a novel LA algorithm
which has following new features: 1) QoS-aware control
of the MCS offsets, and 2) utilization of the conditional
distributions of the SIR variations for it. We define the SIR
variation ∆zs

i,k ,τ
(t) of user k ∈ Ui as follows,

∆zsi,k ,τ(t) = zsi,k(t) − zsi,k(t − τ). (22)

†For 5G and beyond-5G systems, high-gain antennas tend to
be used to compensate for the larger path loss and to suppress the
interference.

Fig. 3 Example distributions of SIR variations conditioned on the se-
lected MCS of 0, 14, 28 before applying MCS offsets.

The distribution function of ∆zs
i,k ,τ
(t) conditioned on

Ms
k
is denoted as Fs

∆zk ,τ
(z |Ms

k
), where Ms

k
is the provisional

MCS index variable before applyingMCS offsets. An exam-
ple of Fs

∆zk ,τ
(z |Ms

k
) for Ms

k
= {0,14,28} is shown in Fig. 3.

We use the MCS table specified by 3GPP [Table 5.1.3.1-1
of [12]] where Ms

k
∈ {0,1, . . . ,28}. This figure shows the

distributions have smaller variances at both ends of the pos-
sible MCS index range (i.e., Ms

k
= 0 and Ms

k
= 28) than

for Ms
k
= 14. Based on the observation, we derive the re-

quired MCS offset ∆s
k
(t) for slice s depending on the value

of Ms
k
and calculate the final MCS index m̃s

k
(t) by applying

the offset to the provisional MCS index ms
k
(t) as follows,

∆
s
k(t) =

⌊
−max(z |Fs

∆zk ,τ
(z |Ms

k = ms
k(t)) ≤ ε

s
c )

⌋
, (23a)

m̃s
k(t) = ms

k(t) − ∆
s
k(t), (23b)

where ms
k
(t) denotes specific realizations of Ms

k
at time t.

For ε sc -quantile estimation of Fs
∆zk ,τ

in (23a), we use the
power law approximation of (12). This algorithm allows
the final MCS index m̃s

k
(t) to fall almost within the range of

the observed SIR distribution. Therefore, it can prevent the
use of unnecessarily low MCS indices, thereby enhancing
spectrum efficiency and DVP performance. The target DEP
ε sc of the slice can also be satisfied by applying this MCS
offset.

For the calculation of (23a), we need to estimate mul-
tiple conditional distributions. We present an alternative
simplermethod to calculate∆s

k
(t), which uses only an uncon-

ditional distribution Fs
∆zk ,τ
(z). The reason the distribution

Fs
∆zk ,τ
(z |Ms

k
) differs depending on Ms

k
is that the received

SIR distribution has a limited range. Based on this, we can
constrain the values of m̃k(t) whose required SIR to be no
less than the minimum observed SIR of the user. We use ηε

s
c

i,k
obtained in (5) as the lowest SIR, and therefore the alternative
LA algorithm is given by,

∆
s
k(t) =

⌊
−max(z |Fs

∆zk ,τ
(z) ≤ ε sc )

⌋
, (24a)

m̃s
k(t) = max

(
ms
k(t) − ∆

s
k(t), f

(
η
ε sc
i,k

))
, (24b)

where the function f (x) returns the required minimumMCS
index for a given SIR x. It is expected that the LA given
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Table 2 Simulation assumptions.

by (23) and the LA given by (24) have comparable perfor-
mance but the latter has less complexity.

8. Performance Evaluation

We evaluate the downlink performance of the proposed RAN
slicing scheme by conducting a system-level simulation of
a multi-cell, multi-user scenario. The default simulation as-
sumptions are summarized in Table 2. We assume a 20MHz
system bandwidth with 51RBs. We use an indoor deploy-
ment model with 120m × 50m × 3m room size, assuming
a factory site. Twelve cells are uniformly located within
the area with a minimum inter-site distance of 20m. Each
cell has a 2 × 2 downward-facing antenna panel with four
fixed beams mounted on the ceiling and transmits a user data
packet using the best of the four beams for the user. There
are 120UEs uniformly dropped in the area with stationary
positions, while a 3 km/h moving speed is assumed for the
fast fading modeling. The 3GPP indoor channel model de-
scribed in [38] is used. Additional overheads of control
signals and reference signals are not included. HARQ is not
used for URLLC due to the strict latency constraint of, for
example, 1ms or less, but is used for eMBB with up to 5 re-
transmissions. For URLLC traffic of each UE, a payload size
of 50 Bytes is generated in the downlink following a Pois-
son distribution with an predefined arrival rate. To simplify
the latency evaluation, we assumed a frequency division du-
plex (FDD) system where there is no buffering delay caused
by the alternate uplink/downlink scheduling that must be
considered in a time division duplex (TDD) system. We use
Table 5.1.3.1-1 of [12] for theMCS table and Table 5.2.2.1-2
of [12] for the CQI table.

8.1 IG-Based Interference Control

We first evaluate the performance of the IG-based interfer-

Fig. 4 Distributions of per-UE εURLLCc -quantile SIR with different inter-
ference control schemes.

ence control. Fig. 4 shows the distributions of the per-UE
ε sc -quantile SIR values of URLLC slices with different inter-
ference control schemes. The target DEP is εURLLCc = 10−5,
and the traffic arrival rate is 50 packets per second (pps). To
achieve the target, the ε sc -quantile SIR must be larger than
−4.8 dB, which is the required minimum SIR for the mini-
mumMCS at the ε sc . This figure indicates that without the in-
terference control, sufficient SIR to achieve the target cannot
be attained for three UEs, representing 2.5% of the deployed
120UEs. By applying the interference control based on the
RSRP-based IG, all UEs can achieve sufficiently high SIR
to fulfill the target. However, the excessively conservative
protection against interference may degrade the spectrum ef-
ficiency. Furthermore, the ε sc -quantile SIR of approximately
90% of UEs becomes larger than 19.8 dB, which is the re-
quired minimum SIR for the maximumMCS. Consequently,
the spectrum efficiency improvement achieved by LAmay be
limited because theMCS cannot be increased any further be-
yond the maximum. Applying the CQI-based refinement to
the RSRP-based IG alleviates the overestimated SIRs while
satisfying the target ε sc and reduces the probability that the
selected MCS is clipped to its maximum value.

The resulting example IGs are shown in Fig. 5, and
the performance gains obtained by the IG refinement for
the URLLC slice are summarized in Table 3. By applying
the CQI-based IG refinement, the number of edges in the
URLLC IG is reduced from 73 to 61 (16.4% reduction),
which improves the spectrum efficiency by 12.5% without
any average throughput degradation. For the eMBB slice,
no edge is required in the IG due to the low requirement of
ε sc . The remaining resources after allocation to the URLLC
slice can be allocated to the eMBB slice. The CQI-based IG
refinement can increase the resource for eMBB from 3RBs
to 9RBs, which raises the eMBB average cell throughput
from 0.67Mbps to 2Mbps. Note that the increase rate of the
eMBB resources depends on the system bandwidth.

In the 5G system, the available SIR information at each
cell consists of coarsely quantized CQI reports fed back from
the served UEs. We assume that only 4-bit (15-level) wide-
band CQIs are available as the CQI reports. For the pro-
posed IG generation described in Sect. 4, it is important to
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Fig. 5 Examples of estimated interference graphs.

Table 3 Performance gain of IG refinement for URLLC slice.

efficiently estimate the ε sc -quantile SIR from a limited set of
coarsely quantized SIR samples. We evaluate three kinds
of the estimators: a simple empirical distribution (ED) esti-
mation (i.e., histogram calculation), the power-law approx-
imation, and the EVT-based estimation [39]. For the ED
estimation, the minimum value among the sample set is se-
lected as the ε sc -quantile when the number of samples is less
than 1/ε sc . For the power-law approximation, the proposed
estimator of (12) is used only for quantized data. In the
EVT-based estimation, the CDF of excess samples below a
threshold u is modeled as the generalized Pareto distribution
(GPD), and the knee/elbow detection algorithm is used to
select the threshold u [40]. Note that the EVT-based anal-
ysis is theoretically not suitable for a data sequence with
dependency, such as the quantized data sequence [39], and
therefore it is evaluated only for unquantized data as a ref-
erence. The quantile value of the ED estimator is discrete
(i.e., one of the quantization levels), whereas those of the
power-law estimator and the EVT-based estimator can take
continuous values. For each UE, the ED estimation value
using 1×107 evaluation samples is used as the ground truth.
The estimation error is evaluated as the deviation from the
ground truth for each UE. We evaluate the performance of
10 randomly selected UEs for ε sc = 10−5.

As shown in Fig. 6(a), we first evaluate the ε sc -quantile
estimation performances for unquantized SIR as a reference.
The solid lines correspond to the mean estimation error,
while the shaded curves show the 95% confidence interval,
as a function of the number of collected samples. The pos-
itive error indicates the estimated values are larger than the
ground truth, and the resultant control may not fulfill the re-
quirements. It is observed that the power-law estimator and
the EVT-based estimator have faster convergence properties
than the ED estimator. The power-law estimation values tend
to be below the ground truth because it linearly extrapolates
the inaccurate lower tail distribution in the log domain, caus-

Fig. 6 ε sc -quantile SIR estimation (ε sc = 10−5).

ing the estimated quantile point to be lower than the actual
point. This is a beneficial feature from a risk minimization
perspective because the resultant control will be conserva-
tive, thus achieving a lower outage risk. In this respect, the
power-law estimator is superior to the EVT-based estima-
tor for our purposes. The power-law estimator requires 103

samples for convergence to the ground truth within ±3 dB.
Next, we evaluate the ε sc -quantile estimation perfor-

mances for 15-level quantized SIR samples, as shown in
Fig. 6(b). The EVT-based estimator was not evaluated, as
explained previously. The proposed power-law estimator of
(12) exhibits much faster initial convergence properties than
the ED estimator and achieves mostly negative estimation
errors. The deviations are larger than 3 dB when using fewer
than 3×104 samples, but these estimation results can be used
without increasing the outage risk if the resultant efficiency
loss is acceptable because the estimation errors are negative.
When the ED estimator is used, about 5 × 104 samples are
required to reduce the positive errors below 3 dB. Based on
the evaluations, we used the power-law estimation of (12)
with 103 SIR samples for the initial acquisition in our eval-
uations. The IG can be updated every 5 s when CQIs are
reported every 5ms.

In general, URLLC encompasses various types of ap-
plications and transmissions, such as short-duration applica-
tions, transmission scheduledwith semi-persistent resources,
and sporadic transmissions. For applications with durations
shorter than 5 s, the power-law estimation using fewer sam-
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ples can still be used if the resultant spectrum efficiency loss
is acceptable. A UE can be configured for frequent CQI
reporting, regardless of the data traffic pattern, to improve
communication reliability for semi-persistent scheduling and
sporadic transmissions. There is a trade-off between the UE
power consumption and acceptable communication reliabil-
ity/spectrum efficiency. Fine-tuning these trade-offs is a
matter of operational policy based on the SLA.

8.2 LA for URLLC

The performance of the proposed periodic control of the
MCS offset depends on the number of CQI samples to cap-
ture the sufficiently accurate lower tail distribution of the
SIR variations. We evaluate the required number of CQI
samples to estimate the ε sc -quantile of Fs

∆zk ,τ
for ε sc = 10−5.

The SIR variation ∆zs
i,k ,τ
(t) is a discrete (29-level) variable

(it is the difference between two 15-level quantized SIR val-
ues). We compare the simple ED estimator and the proposed
power-law estimator of (12) in the same way as the evalua-
tion described in the previous subsection. For each UE, the
ED estimation value using 1 × 107 SIR variation samples
is used as the ground truth. We evaluate the performance
of 10 randomly selected UEs. The ε sc -quantile estimation
performances are shown in Fig. 7. We consider convergence
when the confidence limit is within the range of the CQI
minimum quantization step of 2 dB from the ground truth.
The proposed power-law estimator shows faster initial con-
vergence properties than that of the ED estimator and mostly
achieves negative estimation errors. For the ED estimator,
about 4 × 104 samples are required to reduce the positive
errors below 2 dB, whereas about 103 samples can be used
for the power-law estimation without increasing the outage
risk. Based on the evaluations, we used the proposed power-
law estimation of (12) using 103 SIR variation samples for
the initial estimation in our evaluations. It requires 5 s when
CQIs are reported every 5ms. After the initial setting, the
latest more samples can be used to improve the throughput.

Figure 8 shows the DEP and the DVP of the system
with the proposed LA (24) without the MCS offset restric-
tion (i.e., (24a)+(23b)), the proposed LA (24), and the pro-
posed LA (23), for ε sc = ε s

d
= 10−3 and 10−5. We evalu-

ated LA (24a)+(23b) to demonstrate the performance limi-
tation when the MCS offset restriction (24b) is not applied
in LA (24) as a reference. As a benchmark, the LA scheme
proposed in [22], denoted as Min∆SIR, was also evaluated,
where 4 × 104 samples were used for the estimation based
on the performance of the ED estimator shown in Fig. 7.
The vertical lines indicate the maximum outlier among the
evaluated UEs. The RB size allocated to a URLLC slice of
each cell is set to 6, which is the minimum size required to
fulfill the DVP target of ε s

d
= 10−5 when both the IG-based

interference control and the proposed LA are used.
For ε sc = 10−5, all the schemes can meet the DEP re-

quirement, as these schemes take into account the lower
tail distribution of Fs

∆zk ,τ
for the MCS selection. Note

Fig. 7 ε sc -quantile ∆z estimation (ε sc = 10−5).

Fig. 8 Reliability performances of different LA algorithms.

that the 10−5-quantile value and the minimum value of
Fs
∆zk ,τ

are very close, therefore the DEP performances of
all schemes are nearly identical. Regarding the DVP perfor-
mance, Min∆SIR and LA (24a)+(23b) cannot meet the DVP
target because they select MCS indices that are unnecessar-
ily lower than those required for the actual SIR. Although
it is a conservative approach to achieving the target DEP,
it increases the latency. On the other hand, both the pro-
posed LA (23) and LA (24) can achieve the target DVP by
effectively avoiding such unreasonably low MCS selection
while still meeting the target DEP, thereby improving both
the spectrum efficiency and the DVP performance. By com-
paring the performances of LA (24a)+(23b) and LA (24), we
observed that simply setting a lower limit on selectable MCS
indices (24b) is effective in achieving performance compara-
ble to that of LA (23), even though LA (24) is less complex
than LA (23).

In the case of ε sc = 10−3, all the proposed LA schemes
control the DEP to be just below the target. However, the
Min∆SIR results in an unnecessarily small DEP, which con-
sumes extra radio resources and therefore the DVP upper
deviation value exceeds 10−3. This is due to Min∆SIRs in-
ability to properly adjust the amount of MCS offset in line
with the relaxation of theDEP target. From the above results,
we confirmed that the proposed LA algorithms can achieve
better spectrum efficiency by adjusting the DEP for a given
target ε sc .
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8.3 Performance of RAN Slicing

We evaluate the achieved reliability performance, user
throughput, and spectrum efficiency of our proposed RAN
slicing framework (referred to asPer-slice interference con-
trol (PSIC)), where URLLC slices of all cells have the same
fixed resource size of 6RBs. We also evaluate the following
benchmark schemes that do not require tight scheduling co-
ordination between cells, similar to the proposed framework.

• HigherRedundancy: MCS and CQI tables supporting
lower coding rates for packet transmissions with target
DEP of ε sc = 10−5 specified by 3GPP [Table 5.1.3.1-3
of [12]] are used. No proactive interference control is
employed. The entire RBs are shared by all slices.

• Single slice IC (SSIC): The same interference control
policy is applied to all slices. This is a conventional
slice-agnostic interference control, where a block of
frequency resources multiplexing all types of traffic for
each cell is allocated to protect traffic with the most
stringent QoS requirements of the cell (i.e., URLLC
traffic). Partially overlapping of frequency resources
between cells is not allowed in the evaluation, similar
to the proposed method for ease of comparison. The
resource allocation is based on the IG for URLLC traffic
of the proposed scheme, and the resultant resource size
allocated to each cell is 7.3 RBs (=51/7).

In our evaluation, we assume that the traffic arrival rate
of each UE is the same, and therefore the same resource size
can be allocated to each slice. Instead of changing the slice
resource size, we evaluate the performances for the fixed slice
resource size at different traffic arrival rates. Figure 9 and
Fig. 10 show the reliability performances (DVP with a 1ms
target delay and DEP) for different traffic arrival rates with
the target of εURLLCc = 10−5 and εURLLCc = 10−3, respectively.
The vertical lines indicate the maximum outlier among the
evaluated UEs. The multiplexed 5 URLLC users in each
cell have the same packet arrival rate, and each user data
transmission is subject to independent channel variations.

For εURLLCc = 10−5, the DEPs are well controlled around
the target by combination of the proposed LA and the IG-
based interference control. On the other hand, when the
packet arrival rate increases, the number of packets waiting
to be scheduled will increase, and therefore the DVP is in-
creased. To fulfill the DVP target εURLLC

d
= 10−5, the packet

arrival rate should be less than 50 pps for PSIC and SSIC.
The DVP performance of HigherRedundancy is much worse
than those of PSIC/SSIC because the lower coding rates are
selected for the packet transmissions, which require more
radio resources. We verified that, for HigherRedundancy,
the resource allocation has to be increased from 51RBs (the
current setting) to 140RBs to accommodate the traffic load
of 50 pps for ensuring the DVP below 10−5. Note that the
lower the SIR and the lower the target DEP, the more RBs
are required to achieve the target DVP due to the resultant
smaller MCS selection. Therefore, the required resource

Fig. 9 Reliability performances of URLLC slice applying the proposed
RAN slicing framework for εURLLCc = 10−5.

Fig. 10 Reliability performances of URLLC slice applying the proposed
RAN slicing framework for εURLLCc = 10−3.

size of a slice depends on the interference condition and the
target DEP values of UEs multiplexed in the slice.

For εURLLCc = 10−3, the DEPs are well controlled around
the target when the packet arrival rate is below 103 pps;
otherwise, they are slightly increased due to the increased
interference. To fulfill the DVP target εURLLC

d
, the packet

arrival rate should be less than 700 pps for PSIC and SSIC.
The DVP performance of HigherRedundancy is much worse
than those of PSIC/SSIC, as for εURLLCc = 10−5.

The DVP bounds derived by (18) are in fairly tight
agreement with the simulation results. For the calcula-
tion of (18), we use the ηε

s
c

i,k
of (5) estimated from simu-

lation to determine ρs
min,i,k

. This indicates that (18) can
provide useful guidelines for selecting the slice resource
sizes. The traffic arrival rate that can be accommodated
for εURLLCc = εURLLC

d
= 10−3 is almost 14 times that for

εURLLCc = εURLLC
d

= 10−5. By relaxing the reliability require-
ments, the throughput performance can be greatly improved.
Such flexibility arises because the proposed framework can
appropriately control the communication reliability accord-
ing to given target values with the minimum necessary re-
sources. It is reasonable to set ε sc and ε s

d
to the same value

for a slice as expected from (1); however, latency require-
ments τs can take various values. In the evaluations of
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Fig. 11 User throughput of eMBB slice for εURLLCc = εURLLC
d

= 10−5.

Fig. 12 Spectrum efficiency of eMBB slice for εURLLCc = εURLLC
d

= 10−5.

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, the same URLLC latency requirement of
τURLLC = 1ms is used. When longer delays are acceptable
for a slice with the same εURLLC

d
, this slice can accommodate

more traffic. The proposed framework can provide appro-
priate control for any τURLLC, and (18) can properly calculate
the latency bound as well.

Next, we evaluate the performance of the eMBB slice
when concurrent URLLC transmissions can fulfill the tar-
gets of εURLLC

d
= εURLLCc = 10−5 at a traffic arrival rate of

50 pps. For PSIC, in the resources assigned for URLLC
slice, the unused resources after allocating theURLLC traffic
are used for the eMBB slice to improve spectrum efficiency.
The mean user throughput and spectrum efficiency for dif-
ferent system bandwidths are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12,
respectively. It should be noted that in these evaluations,
the resource size allocated to each cell increases with the
system bandwidth for the SSIC and the HigherRedundancy,
whereas only the resource size of the eMBB slice grows and
the URLLC resource size remains 6RBs for the PSIC. Al-
though the HigherRedundancy performs slightly better than
the PSIC, it cannot fulfill theDVP requirement of theURLLC
slice when the system bandwidth is less than 140RBs (rep-
resented by a dotted line). Therefore, the PSIC is superior
to the HigherRedundancy considering the higher spectrum
efficiency of the URLLC slice. Although the SSIC fulfills
the DVP requirement of the URLLC slice for all the evalu-

Fig. 13 Number of RBs required for URLLC slice (εURLLCc = 10−5).

ated system bandwidths, the performance of the eMBB slice
is much lower than that of the PSIC because the available
eMBB resources are smaller than those of the PSIC.

The derived constraints of the traffic arrival rate (50 pps
for εURLLC

d
= 10−5 and 700 pps for εURLLC

d
= 10−3) may be

acceptable for certain low-rate delay-sensitive communica-
tions, such as mobile robots and motion control use cases
in factory automation scenarios as shown in [2]. However,
the requirements of the various URLLC use cases are highly
diverse, and the traffic constraint for a UE actually depends
on several factors, including the number of active UEs con-
nected to its serving cell, interference conditions, system
bandwidth, and the antenna configuration deployed at each
cell. Although the resource size of each URLLC slice was
fixed at 6 RBs in the previous evaluations, the selection of the
system bandwidth to accommodate expected traffic demands
will be a crucial network design consideration. Figure 13
shows the required resource sizes for a URLLC slice, calcu-
lated based on formula (20), to guarantee several target DVP
values εURLLC

d
and the latency requirements τURLLC across a

wider range of traffic arrival rates (from 50 pps (20 kbps) to
104 pps (4Mbps)). The target DEP εURLLCc is fixed to 10−5,
meaning the same interference condition is assumed. All
other conditions remain the same as those for the previous
evaluations. The closer τURLLC is to the slot length of 0.5ms,
the more resources are required to achieve the target DVP, as
more packets need to be scheduled into a slot immediately
after their arrival.

The above results show that the proposed RAN slicing
framework can realize both the achievement of the reliabil-
ity targets of the URLLC slice and the improved spectrum
efficiency of the eMBB slice in a well-balancedmanner com-
pared to the other benchmarks evaluated.

9. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a RAN slicing framework for
interference-limited scenarios to ensure the reliability tar-
gets of each slice based on a novel IG-based per-slice inter-
ference control and a novel QoS-aware link adaptation for
each packet flow. Our motivation is to develop solutions to
efficiently achieve the different reliability targets in mixed
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traffic scenarios and to avoid tight scheduling/beamforming
collaboration between cells. An important component sup-
porting our framework is the quantile estimation of lower
tail distributions, and we presented a power-law estimator
for discrete data which requires only about 103 samples for
10−5-quantile estimation. The proposed SNC-based formu-
lation of the required slice resource size provides useful
guidelines to determine the appropriate resource sizes to
achieve the target DVP of each slice. Simulation results
show that the proposed RAN slicing framework can realize
both the achievement of the reliability targets of the URLLC
slice and the improved spectrum efficiency of the eMBB
slice in a well-balanced manner compared to other evaluated
benchmarks. This framework is useful for network service
providers to support reliable wireless communications in a
variety of industrial applications with different reliability
requirements.

The presented solution does not sufficiently demon-
strate adaptability to changes in the environment, including
interference conditions, traffic volume, UE mobility, and the
number of active UEs, required to ensure meeting the slice
requirements. Future research will focus on investigating
dynamic solutions to effectively handle these changes. Fre-
quent reconfiguration results in increased control overhead
and complexity; thus, it is essential to achieve rapid adapta-
tion to such changes with minimized reconfiguration costs.
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